Behavior Standards for Summer Campers

In order to create a safe, welcoming environment for all at summer camps, campers are expected to demonstrate the following Museum Behaviors:

- Campers use walking feet, not running feet.
- Campers use inside voices when inside the Museum.
- Campers keep their hands to themselves and their own projects.
- Campers listen to each other and follow the instructions of camp staff.
- Campers strive to be kind and respectful to everyone.

Behavior that is threatening, harmful, violent, and/or potentially dangerous is unacceptable at Berkshire Museum camps.

There will be no refunds for campers that are removed from camp due to behavior code violation.

The camp manager reserves the right to assess the severity of the inappropriate behavior. In the instance of behavior that poses a serious threat to the safety of themself, other campers, staff, and/or other museum visitors, the following consequences will be used:

- **First offense**: The camper will receive a verbal warning from the leader of the camp. Upon pick-up, the parent or guardian will be required to discuss the camper’s misconduct with the camp manager.

- **Second offense**: The parent or guardian will be called by the camp manager and be told the camper must be picked up immediately. The camper will not be permitted to attend camp again in Summer 2024.

Parent/Guardian Acknowledgement
I have reviewed these Behavior Standards with my child(ren) and agree to all that it states.

__________________________________________
Camper Names(s)

__________________________________________   __________________
Parent/Guardian Signature      Date